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Abstract
Cryptography has become an important element of everyday life and is used across a wide
array of fields. At the center of many popular cryptosystems, prime numbers are the basis of
their security. Many cryptosystems use prime numbers for text hashing, and encryption key
generation, both public and private. Since non-prime numbers have a chance of creating the
same modulo output when factored (even extremely large numbers) it can lead to hashing
collisions and encryption key weaknesses. Modern cryptography schemes, such as RSA,
require prime numbers that are at least 2048-bits long, and the suggested length is even
moving towards 2592-bits. In order for an encrypted piece of data to remain secured, a
different prime number should be used for every set of transactions. Doing this means that if
a single encryption key is discovered/leaked, a malicious party can only decrypt few messages.
This leads to an issue with large data providers in which thousands, or even millions, of prime
numbers must be generated in rapid succession for upcoming data transfers. This is a very
computationally expensive process. The goal of this project is to explore the use of GPUs,
specifically using NVIDIA’s CUDA APIs, to generate large prime numbers rapidly in a way
that CPUs cannot.

Procedure
There are many algorithms that can be used to test for primality; however, this project will
only focus on a specific one. The algorithm in question is the Miller-Robin primality test.
The Miller-Robin test will discover whether a number has a high probability of being prime,
while being significantly faster than checking all possible factors of said number. However,
it cannot guarantee the number is prime; therefore, multiple Miller-Rabin trials are run for
each prime candidate to ensure a high probabilty of correctness. The Miller-Robin primality
test is implemented using the pseudocode shown in Listing 1.

The Miller-Rabin test is based on the Fermat primality test, which states that for any prime
number ‘p’, and any number ‘a’ that is not divisible by ‘p’ then: ‘ap − 1 mod p = 1’. This
theorem will always return ‘1’ for a prime number; however, it may sometimes return ‘1’
for composite numbers. To ensure that a number is prime, the test should be performed
multiple times with different values of ‘a’. If the result is ‘1’ for every value of ’a’ that was
tested, the prime ‘p’ has a very high probability of being prime.

Miller-Rabin was chosen for this project because it has a time complexity that is polynomial,
meaning that once a prime candidate grows to a very large size, the time complexity of the
text won’t grow as much as a standard trial division which grows exponentially with the
digits of the number.
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1 function miller_rabin (prime, trials)
2 if (prime < 2) return false
3 if (prime != 2 and is_even(prime)) return false
4

5 #Place prime into the following form 2^c * d = prime - 1
6 d = prime - 1 #The odd factor
7 c = 0 #Twos factor of prime
8 while(is_even(d)) // Factor the twos out of d
9 d >>= 1

10 c += 1
11

12 #Trial Loop
13 while(trials -= 1)
14 a = rand(2 to prime-2)
15 x = a^d % prime #powmod
16 if (x == 1 or x == prime - 1)
17 continue
18 for (q = 1, q < c, q++)
19 x = x^2 % prime #powmod
20 if (x == prime - 1)
21 continue trial_loop
22 return NOT_PRIME
23 return PRIME

Listing 1: Miller-Rabin Pseudocode
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Multi-Precision Arithmetic
Given that the numbers used for cryptography prime numbers are very large, to the tune of at
least 1024 bits, multi-precision arithmetic must be used. Multiprecision (MP) numbers and
arithmetic are the combination of multiple smaller numbers to store a much larger number
than each of the smaller numbers can hold. Using a 1024-bit number as an example, on a
32-bit system, sixteen, 32-bit integers (digits) are used to store the 1024-bit number; with
the least significant digit (LSD) storing the values 0 to 232 -1 and the second LSD storing
232 to 264-1, etc... While it sounds trivial, multiprecision arithmetic is very difficult to
implement since all hardware operations must be performed by a software implementation.
The issue with implementing multi-precision mathematics for a system like CUDA is the
handling of carry results from operations. It’s possible to generate a carry result in nearly
all arithmetic operations, and these results must be added onto the next operation in order
to maintain proper results. In the case of adding and subtracting, the carry is as simple as
a single bit, which can be added onto the addition/subtraction operation on the next digit
of the large number. Larger operations such as multiplication can generate carries that are
as large as the number itself, e.g.: a 32 multiplication generates a 32-bit result (low) and a
32-bit carry (high). This means that for every multiplication that occurs, double the original
size must be available for storage, and this carry must be propagated across all digits of the
MP number. The propagation of carries has to happen with every digit, and each digit relies
on the previous digit’s result, meaning that these operations have to happen in serial for
the most part. Certain operations, such as multiplication can occur partially in parallel,
since each digit of the multiplicand can be handled by a different thread; however the semi-
products must be added together serially since the carries are propagated through every
digit, just like with addition and subtraction. With division operations, each division row
relies on the result of the previous row, meaning that even though each row could possibly
be done partially in parallel (the multiplication operation occurs here), the final result would
still have to be serially processed.

Cuda Implementation

Since many of the operations had to be done in serial anyway, all operations were imple-
mented to run on a single processing device (thread) in a serial manner. This meant that
while the operations themselves could not be parallelized, multiple operations could occur
simultaneously across multiple threads. This is the basis in which the CUDA code is writ-
ten. For this implementation, each MP number is stored in BCD form, meaning that each
base-10 digit is stored as a separate value. Each base-10 digit is stored in an 8-bit value.
The reasoning behind this is two-fold:

1. It’s easier to implement and understand since humans do math in base-10

2. It allows for large carry results (multiplication) to not be lost. Since each base-10 digit
only requires the 4 least significant bits, the most 4 most significant bits are used when
multiplication occurs, so no data is lost/overflowed.

The downside of this approach is also significant:
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1. Storing each MP number takes significantly more memory to store than its bitwise
counterpart. Since only 10 of the possible 127 positive values are stored in each 8-
bit digit, the storage efficiency is at best 7.87% per byte. As an example: a 2048-
bit number requires 64 bytes of information, and 128 bytes if using multiplication
operations. Storing 2048-bits in base-10 BCD requires at least 617 bytes, and 1234
bytes if multiplication is used. Plus a few additional bytes for keeping track of sign,
and digit depth.

2. Math is less efficient. Performing math on BCD is a lot less efficient than on standard
data because of the increased number of digits. Again, using 2048-bits as an example.
A standard 2048-bit number using 32-bit digits would require 64 digits to represent,
meaning that operations would only require 64 iterations for carry propagation. With
a 2048-bit BCD number, the 617 digits to represent the number would require 617
iterations of carry propagation.

Standard implementations of every basic arithmetic operation were implemented, addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. The specifics of how each was implemented will be
left out of this report, but the implementation of each was the “long” version that’s tradi-
tionally used to find results by hand. A few optimizations were made to each operation to
make the execution faster, one common was the number of digits stored in each MP number.
While each MP number had the ability to store nearly infinite (memory dependent) digits,
not every digit would be used if the number was smaller, e.g.: adding ‘two’ to a larger num-
ber. To speed up computations, the number of digits being actively utilized for each number
was kept track of so fewer iterations could be used for mathematical operations if possible.

In order to implement Miller-Rabin a few extra functions had to exist for use with MP
numbers. Namely, this included a modulus function, and a powmod function. The modulus
function was written by slightly modifying the division function to return the remainder
as well as the quotient, and just throwing away the quotient. The powmod function is a
compound operation that performs the following calculation: xy mod p. The issue with
the powmod function is its inefficient computational speed when using a standard exponent
followed by a modulus operation. Knowing this, the powmod function was implemented using
a different method known as right-to-left binary exponentiation. The pseudocode for this
implementation is shown in Listing 2.

To avoid dividing by two, an additional bit shift function was created to “shift” the BCD
numbers right one bit. Since the BCD numbers couldn’t be shifted right traditionally, each
digit (starting at the MSD) was shifted one bit to the right, and if the least-significant bit
was ‘1’ before the shift, a value of ‘10’ was added to the next less significant digit. The
outcome of this shift, while less efficient than a standard bit shift, was much more efficient
than running a divide operation.

Miller-Rabin Implementation

With all of these operations possible for MP numbers, performing the Miller-Rabin primality
test with MP numbers could be done by porting the Pseudocode in Listing 1 to using multi-
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1 function powmod (base, exponent mod)
2 result = 1
3 while (exponent != 0)
4 if (is_odd(exponent))
5 tmp = base * result
6 result = tmp % mod
7 tmp = base * base
8 base = tmp % mod
9

10 exponent >>= 1

Listing 2: powmod pseudocode implementation

precision operations instead. Since the CUDA implementation required many operations
to occur in parallel for efficient execution, each CUDA thread within a block performed a
“trial” of Miller-Rabin. Considering there are 32 CUDA threads per warp, the block size was
always a multiple of 32; however, this block size could be changed dynamically at compile
time. Since there were 32 threads per Miller-Rabin test, thirty-two primality trials were
performed on each prime candidate. Every block within the GPU shared a prime candidate,
which was stored in shared memory for all threads to access. Each of the random numbers
used for a trial was generated on the CPU and sent to the GPU at the start of the program.
The CUDA threads “treated” their own trial number to fit within the required range, from
2 to the prime number minus 2. The execution diagram of the CUDA code per block is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Certain operations were only performed on a single CUDA thread because it was a block-wide
operation that was only completed once. During this process all other threads were stalled
until the thread finished. The most significant portion of this code was the factoring of the
value ‘prime - 1’ into ‘2c ∗ d’, and preliminary prime checks. These basic preliminary checks
were used to speed up operation by avoiding the costly Miller-Rabin trials that contained
powmod calls. The primality checks that occurred were testing if the prime candidate was less
than 1 (including negative) or even, in which case the number was known to be composite. If
the number was either ‘2’ or ‘3’, it was known to be prime. If any of these tests returned, that
result of that prime test could be written and the next prime could be tested. To determine
the primality of a number based on all thread trials, a shared ‘flag’ variable was used in each
block, with the initial value of the flag set to ‘0’. If any thread completed a Miller-Rabin
test and had the result of composite, it would set the value of the flag to ‘1’ using an atomic
operation. This way, once all threads were complete, if the value of the flag was not ‘0’,
then the value was not a prime. The GPU notified the CPU if a number was prime by
setting all non-prime candidates to zero, and keeping the value of all prime number candi-
dates. This meant that once the CUDA code completed, the list of candidates could be sent
back to the CPU, and the CPU would know which values were prime, since all others were ‘0’.
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Figure 1: Block Execution Diagram

One of the issues encountered while processing large prime numbers was the lack of stack
space per GPU thread. It was found that for any MP number, the storage required to run
Miller-Rabin was four times the size of the number. This is because in the powmod function,
the result of a multiplication was then multiplied by itself. The original multiplication dou-
bled the storage size, and the second multiplication doubled that. This meant that for a
2048-bit number, the 617 digits actually required at least 2468 digits (bytes) of storage. In
certain MP operations, there are two or three temporary MP variables to store intermediate
results. With sizes this large, the stack size of each CUDA thread was overwhelmed. To
fix this problem, a multi-precision stack type was created. This stack was allocated in main
GPU memory, and was accessed by each thread for certain computations. Each thread had
access to its own stack, and each stack had a depth of 15 MP values. This way, multi-
precision operations that required temporary values could “push” a value onto the stack by
pointing an MP pointer to the current stack pointer index. After each “push” the stack
pointer was incremented, and at the exit of each function, the stack pointer was subtracted
to “pop” the values off the stack.

To benchmark the code, the same implementation was run on both the CPU and GPU, the
only difference being that the CPU ran multiple trials of Miller-Rabin at once instead of
splitting each trial across a different core. Both the CPU and GPU contained randomized
numbers for both prime candidates and MR trial numbers. The number of trials chosen
for each prime number was 32. This was because of the thread architecture mentioned
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previously, but also because of the accuracy that 32 trails gives. Each Miller-Rabin trial has
a 25% chance to miss a non-prime for each trial, so with 32 trials, the chance of misclassifying
a composite as prime was 0.2532 ≈ 5.42 × 10−20. The size of the primes chosen for this test
were 512-bits (154 digits), and 64-bits (20 digits). The reason 512-bit primes were chosen
over larger primes such as 1024 or 2048-bit primes is due to the limited amount of memory
available on the GPU. A random 1024-bit number has around a 1/9000 chance of being a
prime number, and 9000 trials with 1236-digit numbers required 6 GB of memory, which
was too much for the GPU being tested, since around 2 GB of the 8 GB of GPU memory
was used for other programs running on the testing computer.

Results
For the 512-bit test, 1280 prime candidates were chosen for testing on both the CPU and
GPU, the results of which are shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3. The CPU tests were
performed on an i7-4930k (overclocked to 4.3 GHz) and the GPU operations were performed
on a GTX 1070, with 8 GB of VRAM. Table 1 shows the average results of multiple 512-bit
primality tests. Each trial performed primality testing of 1280 different random numbers.

Table 1: 512-bit Prime Finding Test Results

Device Average Time (s) Average Primes Found
CPU 1735.88 5/1280
GPU 913.72 5/1280

Figure 2: CPU Results for 512-bit prime test

Figure 3: GPU Results for 512-bit prime test

These images show demo outputs of the Miller-Rabin programs with 512-bit primes and 1280
total prime candidates. After execution, the values of all the discovered prime numbers were
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printed to the console for viewing. Memory statistics of each program was also printed at the
beginning of the execution to show the memory impact each program had on the computer.
On average, with 512-bit prime numbers, the GPU provided a 1.9 times speedup over the
CPU.

The same test was run again, but with 20 digits primes (6̃4-bits) and 25,600 total prime
candidates tested. Table 2 shows the average results from these tests.

Table 2: 64-bit Prime Finding Test Results

Device Average Time (s) Average Primes Found
CPU 92.11 721/25600
GPU 913.72 719/25600

The results of the 64-bit prime number test shows that the GPU offered, on average, a 2.66
times speedup over the CPU. With Miller-Rabin, the suggested number of trials for a 64-bit
number is 12, with each trial being a prime between 2 and 37 (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, and
23). Due to the unique situation of the GPU architecture, it was more efficient to keep the
number of trials at 32 since the execution would take just as long.

The results of these two test sets show where the strength of the GPU comes into play. Since
the GPU tests all trials within Miller-Rabin at once, it’s effectively taking as long as a single
trial. However, since each GPU core is less performant than that of a CPU, the time it takes
for each trial is much longer. This is overcome by providing more prime candidates to the
GPU, which will give it a higher utilization for longer, allowing it to outperform the CPU.
The performance gain of the GPU began to slow down as the numbers got larger, with this
being due to extra thread divergence in numbers with more digits. The solutions to this are
discussed in the following improvement discussion section.

Improvement Discussion
The limiting factor for GPU performance was the execution efficiency of the multi-precision
(MP) implementation. This could be improved in a variety of ways:

1. Currently, the BCD storage format used to store the MP numbers is set up in base-10.
While this makes it easier to understand and write, it is far less efficient than power-
of-two bases. Changing the BCD to use a power-of-two base would more efficiently
take advantage of the available bits in the BCD, and would make operations such as
bit shifting much more efficient since bits could be manipulated quickly without the
need for base-10 carry and remainder logic. This also means that for carry calculations
in addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations, the modulo operator could be
replaced with a simple bitwise-AND, vastly speeding up the execution of each cycle.

2. The storage efficiency and serial execution paths could be reduced by increasing the
storage size of each digit. Moving from 8-bits per digit to 32-bits per digit would allow
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for a base of 65536, solving the problem listed in #1, and would also reduce the number
of digits required. Not only would this reduce the number of bytes required to store a
large number, but it would also increase the efficiency of each calculation since there
would be less digit iterations for arithmetic and carry propagation.

3. The most effective speedup would occur by not limiting the number of iterations per-
formed for each arithmetic operation. For example, adding 2 and 32 would only require
two iterations over the digits since the larger operand, 32, only requires two digits for
storage. Initially this was done to increase the performance of single core environ-
ments, but in a many-core environment like CUDA in which each thread in the same
warp needs to process the same instruction for maximum efficiency, it actually slows
down the execution. This slow down is due to divergence that occurs when each
thread has a slightly differently sized number. The current solution is placing common
__syncthread() calls after every operation, but this is slow and can possibly hang the
program if used carelessly. Instead of limiting the number of digits for each operation,
every single operation should be performed on every digit of an MP number, not just
the populated ones. While it would take longer for single-threaded environments, it
would be much faster in CUDA since the threads wouldn’t have to diverge at all. The
performance impact of this would also be minimized if the two prior improvements
were made first, which would improve the efficiency of each digit, and would reduce
the total number of digits required.

4. Finally, a few software optimizations could be made to improve the performance. A
few optimizations already exist, like checking for even numbers. Instead of running an
expensive modulo operation, a simple ‘even’ function is used to check if the ‘0’ bit of
the least expensive digit is set, if so, that number is odd. Another optimization would
be running powers of two through bit shifts instead of the power or multiplication
functions like they currently are. The largest optimizations would happen within the
division operation, which could be greatly improved to perform checking on whether
a bit shift could be used instead of a pricey division operation. These optimizations
however, could cause divergence to occur within CUDA threads, meaning that they
should be used sparingly, and only after extensive performance testing.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the results were promising, with the GPU providing a sizable speed boost over
the CPU for large prime number generation in modern cryptography systems. However,
once multithreaded, the CPU would easily outperform the GPU. This is largely due to
the thread divergences that happen within the CUDA code, forcing the GPU to run the
code sequentially. The solution to this could be solved through improvements to the multi-
precision operational flow, and would provide more efficient execution on the GPU with less
divergence. Knowing this, it shows that GPUs can provide a viable option for increasing the
efficiency in prime number generation for modern cryptosystems.
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